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Recent deveLopments in conversation t heory 
tead to an -::neZegant but , nevertheuiflJ, powerful 
protologic,Lp, at the t'OOt of any cOmJersationat 
Za;nguafje abl" to acoolmlOdate conten:p/..ated action 
and a r~sonably gene1'(ll. type of tr.ought. This 
?aper provides a description of one mini.m L 
imdementation of Lp cmd a qenera l di scussion . 

1. Introduction 

One physical basis for the Proto logic 
Lp,is an epistemological laboratory, 
called the THOUGHTSTICKER system, (Fig. 1). 
It 1s a sizeable, r ichly interfaced, 
computer regulated system for use by 
individuals and teams of theorists, 
authors, planners, in order to spell out 
theories, hypotheses, tutorial material, 
olans for action, design , or organisation . 
CASTE (54, 65) tbe acronym !'or "Course 
Assembly System and Tutorial Environment" 
is a subsystem of THOUGHTSTICKER, that 
regulates a symbolic but non verbal con 
versation between participants, who are 
learning from an already delineated 
reoresentation of an exposition, or plan. 
Historical ly, CASTE was developed first, 
and THOUGHTSTICKER is a significant 
generalisation of it. The criceria of 
Conversation Theory (53-58, 60) as modelled 
in CASTE , determine what may and may not 
be laid out as a component, or "topiC" 
and how to; i cs may be releted together . 

These systems provoke, as well as 
receive, statements from theorists, 
authors, or planners. In these roles,the 
systems are one implementation of a 
coarse grained, primitive, logic ' (or, 
depending upon the exact uSage, language) 
Lp . The c r ucial point is that Lp is an 
active entity, modulated by users, not 
simply a tool at cbe disposal of users. 

2. Preliminaries 

This paper places Lp in context, as a 
vehicle for embodying conve r sation theory 
(henceforwa~d, CT) and, it is anticipated , 
for general interpretation. For expository 
convenie~ce, the main focus i s THOUGHT
STICKER as an epistemological laboratory 
(EL) in which plans, expositions, etc . , 
are~~lled out as Lp expressions which 
a r e checked for legality and represented 
in a canonical graphic form, the entail 
men't mesh (EM). The EM is an interface · 
between (authors, planners, 
curriculum or learners). 
Empbasis on 
ience/and may be 
Lp and CT are machine 
emological , social 
strt:ctions of o<m.;d;>r~b 

a conven
a) because 

(epist -
con-

(b) because, insofar as generality is 
achieved, Lp and CT provide a theory of 
general intellect ual operations, whether 
car r ied out by human beings or not, which 
surely includes · intelligent other- than
human, or otber- than biological systems. 
Howe ver, the computing machines able to 
embody such operations are concurrent 
with many independent lOCi of control 
(their implementations resemble a group, 
or population, of devices),and have little 
in common with serial processors,0r the 
operations usually associated with 
"artificial intelligence" . 

An interpretation (semantic) of Lp 
expressions consists,invariably I of many 
"universes" , a priori independent, but 
rendered locally dependent by analogy; 
each "universe" consisting in a process 
(not, for example, a set). Refer to this 
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collection of universes, non-cO~itally, 
as the "computing-medium", whether they 
are brains, or machines, or orga nisations 
in society (urban structure , information 
search, communication, transport~tion). 
The command and question component of Lp 
(in one sense, its pragmatics) may be 
regarded as a CT dialogue between loci of 
control, each involving one or several 
kinetic universes; stable processes, 
called participants. 

It 1s e~edlent to think of partici
pants as people. People are participants 
but so, also, are many other coherent 
entities. For example, one person will 
often adopt a perspective or pOint of 
view; and perspectives count as partici
pants, as do schoolS ot thought, systems 
at belief to which people subscribe from 
time to time (fo r instance, a scientific 
theory in Lakatos' sense, a "Pro&"ra.mme of 
Scientific Research, 313). Clearly, ho ... -
ever, there is no one to one mapping, one 
person may subscribe to many schools of 
thought, Simultaneously or not; conve r sely 
nearly all schools of thought grow amongst 
large numbers of people. 

A graphic notation is employed to 
outline some essentialS of the Lp 
"syntax" ( continually cheCked by the EL ) 
but LP!! itself,a kinetic seoiotic 
system, ho~ever pri~ive.~._ 

A con versational language ~ill be 
designated "L" , throughout . L is either 
natural language o r a system of symbolic 
behaviours ricb enougb to have many prop
e rtie s of a natural language. In contrast 
Lp is 3. " proto logic" (or "p r oto language" ) . 
Recently. it has been arrued that the 
entailment structures ( EM ) whi cb stand for 
L agreements, are legitimately regarded as 
Lpexpressions; and still more recently, 
that Lp is a system able to generate a 
significant part of any chosen L. 

3. Conversation Theory 

The EL is an embodiment of conversa
tion theory. 

In its first published version (51, 
52,53 , 63,136),Conve rsation Tbeory (CT) is 
an attempt to identify sharp valued con
ceptual events, i n COntrast, for example, 
to sharp valued bebaviours which may cr 
may not have cognitive specifiCity. 
Exce llent independent accounts are provi
ded by Daniel ( 12), Entw i stle (16,17 ) and 
others. Sbarp valued events ar e identified 
with certain agreements between partici
pants,A and e, in a convers a ticn, using 
a language, L ( for e~ ample , a Piagetian 
interview, or the type of investigaticn 
currently carried out by Gilbert (26), 
Hounsell ( 18) , or Laurillard (37) ). 

Some A,S agreements signify the shar
ing of a common concept wbicb is retained 
as stahle or memorable, and these agree
ments are known as understandings. If L 
is natural language, there is a valuable 
evidence of understandin~; if A and Scan 
explain something, T, an can also 
justify their explanations of T ( explain 
wby they presented the particular explana
tions the y did). When L is a symbolic , but 
non verbal, language, as it is if tbe EL 
is used as an interface between A and B, 
tben understandings can be, and a~e, 
mechanically in terp retable and agreement 
has a coberence truth value (Rescb~r, 77, 
co~parable also with Gaines' (22) :tnd 
Zadeh's ( 90 , 91) meaning o f possibilistic 
fuzzy t rut h) . 

~erious cr~~eria for agreement and 
understanding are p r ov ided by refining 
and reviving notionS enunciated by 
Bartlet t (5). Wertheimer (88), Duncker 
( 13), amongst others. Concepts (alias, 
skills, usually intellectual skillS),are 
processes, resulting from tbe execution 
of a cluster of procedures where, in 
turn, a procedure is defined as tbe 
compilation of a program in a computing 
medium; e ither a buman brain, or an 
artifact (Appendix 1). 

In line ... ith the older ideas , stable 
(alias, memorised) concepts are " produc 
tive and reproduced". Participants, A,B .. 
knowing stahle concepts ConA(T) , Cons(T), 
... are credited with a repertoire of 
operations; concepts tbat act upon con
cepts to produce, and reproduce, them. 
A's reper toire and 8' s repertoire are not 
identical; but they both contain opera
tions that are generative, and that also 
preserve specificity. 

Given these definitions ,it was 
possible to make various inferences , most 
of ... bich bave been tested and found to 
hold; for example, fi~ity effects , the 
stabil ity of understood concepts, the 
existence of conceptual style, as mani
fest ~n the preponderence of different 
types of cognitive operation (notably, 
descriDtion building, procedure building, 
extrapolation),and their entrenchment, 
under certain circumstances, as learning 
strategies, due to a mecbanism COQparable 
with Festinger's (19) "Dissonance" . Much 
of the e~perimental work is described in 
Pask (53,56) and Entwistle (16, 17 ). 

The definitions are recursive and 
permi t an independent cbaracterisation of 
participants A,B, ... aDd the perspectives 
tbey adopt ... hich can be specified in the 
same way as stable concepts. Hence, A and ' 
B need not (though they may) represent 
dUferent people. A and B may also stand 
for perspectives (pOint s of view), enter-
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tained by one person (the proposer/critic 
in Minsky's (A.I . ) paradigm, teacher/ 
reci9ient, for someone learning alone) . 

Sharp valued understandings are 
observable if the A,B, dialogue, whether 
"internal" or "external" to a brain, is 
exteriorised through an interface such as 
the EL. Since computer regulated inter
faces are used extensively, conversation 
theory is quite largely witb. 
the interaction between 
(people or perspectives) 
but not, as it stands, 

The coherent, or agreed, part of 
concepts shared by participants A,B, ... 
appear as L understandings and, for each 
one, it is legitimate to inscribe 
that represents "'Ihatever' is 
A,B, .... Topics are denoted by nodes in 
the entailment meSh, EM, shown at the 
interface in Fig 2. The entailment mesh 
is a growing structure which depicts 
relations (appropriate to planning. learn
ing, exposition, etc) between topics, 
represented as nodes. The construction 
rules of EMs are set out in Fig 3, 
onwards. 

Developments of CT, anticipated in 
Pask, Kallikourdis and Scott (G6), and 
in Pask (53), emphasise the critical 
role of analogy construction and its 
relation to abduct~ve modes of cogni
tion . (These notions are, in turn, 
anticipated by McCullOCh (42) in stress
ing abduction. Pierce's specialisation 
of induction, as a component in "Redun
dancy of Potential Command"). 
(a) The conceptual stability of Section 
3 may be replaced by the autonomy (and, 
as a special case, stability) criterion 
of organisational closure (20,21,30,81, 
82,83,89). Explicit free production 
schemes are shown, and minimallY annota
ted, in Appendix 1; detailed in (58,59). 
The system of Appendix 1 is, in a narrow 
sense, "informationally open" as well as 
"organisationally closed"; the produc
tions give rise to VariOUS combinations 
that are not reproduced in the original 
system but may be in any system coupled 
to it. Also, provided a distinction has 
been established between A and B, it is 
possible to represent the appearance of 
COherent A,B, interaction, or agreement. 

The EM shorthand for a stable 
concept, T, is a working model Mod T of 
Fi, 3; the EM Shorthand for organisational 
closure (alias agreement, alias coherence) 
is·the local cyclicity condition of Fig ~ 
and it.is required of all other-than
analogical constructions. 
(b) Let several, initially independent, 
Mod T interact. The potential conflict 
between ModelS may be resolved by con
structing an analogy (an abduction), 
which is also representable in EM, (the 
constructions of Fig 4). - -

B03re, ana: throughout, "ana"1.agylf r.as a 
specifia meaning. It is a t'€Zaticn, (if unquaU
fied, an i.somol'phism) betlJeen part 02' an of one 
universe (X), ana: another !Oliverse (1), t;'.at are 
di8tinghishi3d. Un~ss qual.ified. the distinction 
i.s <=nplete, a-priari-;ndependence. 

Both the distinction c:nd the simiZarity e-..-ist 
in a further, analogical, universe "2c, Some 
e=.,ptes <ll"'l< s1ur..m in Fig 5. 

This usage of analogy tallies with 
Hesse (34), Klein (35) and Melitis (43). 
Analogy construction is clearly a differ
ent matter from analogy recognition, which 

:~E,;n:o~:,tt~involl/e abduction and may, in , tests", for example, be 
to pattern matching. 

As a 8pM.ai oose, tJuil basic event in CT, 
"agl"'eement over an W1<ierstanding", constructs an 
analogy bet;;,;een particip:mts A and B. To th8 
participants, an agreement has a coherence, or 
even consensual, truth. To an outside chser'!.ler 
the staten-.ent "A and 3 aqree" £8 factuaZl.y true 
or false, but is an analogy in whick the observer 
distinguishes A,B, as perspeotives or people, and 
sees the content of their aqreCl"lent as a 
similarity. 

ec) I~ has been shown, for example, by. 
Nico11s (48,49) that even if a product~on 
system is simulated (which is quite 
distinct from realising it), then bifurca
tions (essential singularities, "catas
trophes", in the sense of Thorn or Zeeman), 
occur; as a result of which systems are 
distinguished. A comparable result emerges 
from Aleksander's (1) work with array 
processors. 

The same comment applies to organisa
tionally Closed production Schemes (as in 
the Appendices) which are. thus rendered 
informationally open. As such a production 
system becomes increasingly stable, due to 
the construction of fresh reproduction 
paths in EM, fresh derivation paths) so 
it into autonomous' 
stab enter into "conver-
sation" and reach "agreement". The overall 
system is self organising (with the mean
ing tJf Von Foerster's, Nicolis', or myself) 
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and it 1s rescued from rigidity by c r eating 
distinctions across which agreements can 
take place. These are seen by an external 
observer as analogies (abductions, 
innovations). 

With tbis background tbe construction 
rules of entailment meshes EM (set out in 
Fig 3, Fig 4, Fig 5, Fii 6) can be given 
lite and meaning. For example, Fig -3 shows 
tbe structure ot a formal (ie. an otber
tbaa -analogical ) topic wbich could be 
instated in an EM (and checked tor rule 
obedience by the EL) by a n author expound 
ing an hypothesis,or by a planner contemp
lating ce rtain actions. In each construc
tion,there 1s a prescriptive (plan, 
.coc:mand, imperative) interpretation, and a 
descriptive interpretation (which would 
probably be empbasised by the author , in 
describing his hypothesis)." 

Apart from the fact that all nodes in 
Ian EM, denote a working model, (like 
Mods T in Fig 3),there is a collective and 
a dist ributive fo~ of connect ion. 
Essentially, for formal topics, the EL 
checks that any' structure is locally 
cyclic, thus satisfying the closure 
Icriterion noted in Section 3. Next, the 
author or planner can adopt a poi nt of 
view or perspective. I f so, the EL provides 
a pruning or a selective pruning (the 
f irst operations shown in Fig 4). It is 
worth noting that this can be quite 

.or kno,,"ing II. and 
S,you ~y koo,,", T, ~~ieh ~.se, 

eieh.r P i. derivable given Q. and Q ,iven 
p. or R is derivable given S, and S given R. 
or both (Des~ripcive). for ex~le, T,P,Q 
as before, it ~ cylinder of arbitrary dia
meter S ~ slice at right engles to IXil. 

(b) To do T, cdl distributivdy upon P 
and also Q, or R and also S, or call upon 
all of them (Prescriptive). 

1n list notation T({P ,Q)(R .S» implies 
• P(Q,T);Q{P,r);R{S,T);S(R,T). 

FCl""r!l 7oll!.Cs 
o.rioo'twns) 

Nodes scanding for topicI (any node is 
uniquely tlGled, P, Q •.... T .... ) 

PI :Iod .. in a marked directed graph, the 
EM . represents a topic, T. The topic named T 
is a class of coherent "Orkioi models, ~s T 
.. hicb, on execut inn (or indefinite iteration) 
in a computing IIMd iUlll, produce a description 
of the topic, T. Candidate "_dia" an human 
brlins and artifact.S '-.uch as thll' Ap,pandices ) . 
(ThrQughQut, (T), luppr.ued in: the nOta-
tion, 11 exi,t) 

!:! t~ tTl) _ T 

ocher- t' • .:.:l. 
is at- ie.lt

then P{Q,T) and 

Collective Derivation 
(a) Knowing P and also Q you may learn T, 1n 
.. hich can, P i. derivablll' frOll! Q,T ; and Q 
f:~ P,T (Descriptive). For exampl e, T _ 
eleele , P '" COmp.I. of arbitrary diaxneter 
and origin, Q :::. Plane .urbc • . 

(b) To do T, call collectively fo r the exe
cution of P and also of Q (Prescriptive). 

, 
Ies prunings for which the list notation is 
T(P.Q) P(T.Q) Q(T.P) . C.neral cQllectiv. 
forms are 

a dWIZIIY node 
t r , of T{P.Q,L) with ~ 

, 

is not .quival.nt to 
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" under a nod e T (equ ival ently, in 
c.o::Doo terms, the a c ti vation under T of 

i proc.es5 at tathed to other nodes). 

If 

Prune{J (~ n .... r «F , (L,H) Q(M,N»,(R,S» 

Sel ective Pruning: % is an index, 1. 2 , ..• 

Selprune. I , 1 (<;1) - T(P,CL,M) Q(M , N» 

Selprune. 2, TU1) = T (R,S) 

Superimposit ion. Call r ep,Q) • ke rnel of T. 
Cons ider meshes (70/, Q i'J • then SF (0~ : 57ft) " 
over lay, kernel by kernel, of all nodes In 
and in Q",0{iif theu meshes are disjoint the 
SF(!)". . 9,3 ) i s void) 

Condeoution o f a mesh>"'. 0 of order 0 ",ith 
copi<;. po. qo ... 10 

Ccnd to (0.. o)! Prune 
~ 11 in « 1 a mesh 

Cnnd (TO •.. pO ) ~ 
Prune pO ('l: 

( <;"l. OJ •.. 
'],'0 (n°) . 

1"",...: ,1, • " Prune pO 

of a mesh C( 1 is one or more meshes 

The expansion to some finite limit, of 
;: o. i s the class of IIIOdels (sueh as Mods 
(T) ) of nodes in f1 0; usually helonging to 
distinct universes. 

(Teneative). If . ny 
ocher than lec.lly 

~::: ::'! then its cendensatien 
. ~ a cepy; that i. : 

,. 
(Tentative). If pruning 
me,h i, expanded until 

such moment .s a precess ~hich can be execu
ted is ,ic\c..d uP. (some Mod) or. failing 
that. in{e""' tien input 1.required frem ' the 

( further kernel s mu.t be added '1' 1'1 ene 1'1'1' 

of the nedes). 

given. connected, but assymetric 
derivatiens to yield. 

str ucture provided the exclusien 
(fi~ 6) is not centravened. Fer examp le, 
A U te form S, then 

• 

An analegy is represented as a "Psuedo 
ooda". If the universe (s) e f an EM are 

:X.y • ... then the .nalogy exists in an ao.ll'l 
,gical universe '~ . A "pluedo node" is sup
por ted by • distinct ion a. • and simil,r-
ity. ~ Unl es s qualified, 0 is 
and ;::: 15 isomorphism,6=>. Both ~ and a 
be leng t o '1.G 

, 
Si!:!plest f o rm 

Complex Ferm 

Fer example, F .. Heat Engine 
G .. Refrige . ate r 

" 
, • Line .. r !lac tri cal 

heor 
G • Linear Hechanic.l 

latot 

" • Linear Oscillat ion 

, , 

Oscil -

Osci l-

hOlllOrphic Inference . Given .imple form 
infe r ene of several c 01Dpl"" ferm.. 

a 

fig 4 . 
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Differently na:ned nodn lUy not, u:u!.er 
loeal cyclicity, have the same detiv~tion. 

example (Prescr iptive Ca'e), P as in 
4, Q as in Fig '. L construction of 

<",,; by increasing sides of • polYIOD to 
limit. Dist incr (aomehov indeplI'ndenc) 

Q1 a.nd Q2 are needed. (Prescriptive 
,Tvo independent vehicles ate needed 

"turn right" and. "turn left" 
caneousty. ..~ 

of a (inA. o)~ 

",esb muSt 
• or by deriving chi 

of mesh, 
ly cyclic 
analogical 

• , 
( 

Cond .. <) " , -• 

, _ , 
, I", ' 

n • 

"bieh c r eat es disjoint .nt.it ..... ot mesh""cha t 
have, ... ithout further qualifica t ion , 
independent universes of inteq>retation . 

Rule of Genoa (exclusion in Fig 6) 
Hybrid$ an<! resonant strv.cturu: 
T .,. T"'. R , R" 

-, 

Fig 7. 

•.. 

1 

I 

, 

, ' '. , . 

Fig 7. 
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complex and t:{,'C.c any Knowledge (whettler 
prescriptive like a plan, or descriptive, 
like an hypothesis), can be seen from 
many points of view. The EM is much more 
than " an hierarchy of topICs". Each 

is the union of many hierarchies 
specific to a perspective (the 

selective prunings). For example, the 
simple EM in Fig Sa (which represents an 
author's theory of how young children 
learn about "balance") tJrovides tbe 
prunings of Fig 8a , (there are as many 
prunings as there are topics) . 

The remaining operations,showll in 
Fig 4 ,can be initiated by a user and are 
specified in outline. 

Only saturation requires special 
comment. If the notion of a stab l e concep t 
1s taken seriously, then saturation 
yields the most stable configuration in an 
EM (there a r e as many ways as possible of 
reconstructing a concept for this topic, 
which also preserves i t s specificity,or 
distinction,in the EM), Peter Clark has 
recently pointed out that saturated 
organisations are Steiner , and is 
exploring the class of saturated 
as Well as some , 
,structures. 

Fig 5 shows the constructions and 
operations that are proper to an analogy 
of the kind discussed in Section 4. The 
crucial and innovative act is the juxta
positi~n of at least two different per
spectives (and prunings) and the subse
quent abductive resolution of these 
perspecti ves, Notably, an analogy is not 

fully cyclic, since an indefinite number 
of distinctions support the similarity; 
at least, that is.so in the order 0 mesh, 
so far discussed (RO of "Condensation" in 
Fig 4). I t becomes a node in a condensed 
EM, namely, the order 1 mesh'ii l , as 
indicat ed in Fig 5 on the last line . 
The trick involved is that the 
distinction is complete 
later refined by specific (of 
the type e xemplified). 

6. Exclusion principle, hybrid forms and 
resonance 

The first part of Fig 6 shows an 
exclusion-principle, which builds a 
psuedo - node out of an allegedly forma l 
derivation. 

Such an indeterminancy of identifica
tion ( i nsufficient distinctions are made 
to support a specific topic) either is 
or may be reduced to an indeterminancy of 
"variables" not just an "inCOllllIlensurabili 
t ," of values of a variable. Hence, there 
is, as shown, an essential bifurcation in 
the EM (it loses neighbourhood topology). 
Some of the larger anc more interesting 
consequences are Shawn furthe r on in 
Fig 6 but real configurations are more 
complex as a result of the non-uniqueness 
property sketcbed i n Fig 7. 

A cyclic mesh, like A in Fig 7 roay 
unless. stabilised (for example, by' con~ 
densatl.OIl), exist in "tautomeric" forms 
B,C, and tbere 1s always a possibility , 
that an intermediary "resonant" form 11k 
0, in Fig 7 is more stable than any ~~ th: 
tautomeric hybrids. 

··r ---------------------

Fig 8 (a) Fig 8~) 
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Stability is judged by saturation 
(Fig 4) of the structures attached to each 
node ,and it is ordained that saturation 
1s an ongoing One finding is as 
follows . If kernels are 
added to a , it 
is compone nts. 

'Conversely, the of external 
kernels, rooted some otber structure, 
will tend to stabilise the . system. 
The t 0'. 

d.ecay; are 
saved by interact wi th otbers , tb,~;;""h 
the mechanism of agreement,whicb may 
modelled (Appendi x 1, Appe ndix 2) . Looking 
back on some early work (84),th1$ 
principle applies not only to the field of 
epistemology, but also to coalitions and 
social structures where the point is, 
perhaps, intuitively evident. 

7. The Character of Lp 

Tbe CT model for agreement (for exam
ple, the constructions shown in Appendix 1 
and Appendix 2) are very imperfectly 
implemented in hardware other than brains 
(no doubt brains are the most beautiful 
and versatile for this purpose but 
do not, in , have any 
specially status). 

Given EL and some initial EM (wh ich 
already contain production o rdinances and 
the bifurcations underlying abduction), the 
addition of agreement between distinct 
perspectives radically changes the 
quality of dialogue. The EL is ao longer 
a static system,used by a person or group 
to spell out hypotheses and plans, as 
legitimate entailment ra the r , it 
is a dynamic by users 
who communicate modula-
tion shapes the call a 
protologic, Lp, claim it to be an 
adequa te mOdel CT in any L that might 
be employed. The Lp calculus is so unres
t rictive ( though still sufficient to 
sustain evolution},that Lp might be trans
formed, by its users) to any L, without 
obvious limits. 

The following sal ient/interesting 
hypotheses /conclusions. are general in 
scope. 

(a) By bypothesis, language is not 
only a means of commun ication. It is also 
an active system; a protologic, modulated 
by language users. 

(b) Derivation is deliberately not a 
specific inference rule (only the notIons 
of order and direction are involved). 
People do reason,but the re are no grounds 
for assuming, io , that dlfferent 
people use the of thinking or 
learning. 
- -..... --- ---.-- ...• - _.- ... _. ~~_I 

• ec) Derivation is distinct fr om 
analogy. An analogy is indepen6.ence (a 
distinction of universes ), together'with a 
si~ilarity of process. 

(d) Pruning is the activation of an 
entailment mesh from one (o r, • more than one), is no 

to one or more 
11 adopted for 

,or thinking. 
pruning is the nearest 

to an exclusive disjUnction. 
exist in the domain of action; 

namely, in selecting one (or more) pruning 
from the set of topics ( and given a prun
ing tbe complements of a subset of selec
tive prunings with respect to that 
The "alternatives" for "choice" 
actions, or plans, or derivation paths). 

(f) Basic Lp operations are satura
tion and isomorphic inference between 
otherwise independent universes (tbe 
former. in homogeneous entailment meshes, 
and at order 0, the latter in many sorted 
meshes , or at o rder '70). 

(g) Tbe distinctions between disjoint 
~eshes 7an arise from mesh operations; it 
~s poss~ble to generate distinctions that 
propagate, and some that replicate the mesh 
by pr oducing essential bifurcations. 

(b) Derivations which are, at-least_ 
locally, cyclic, represent organisationally 
closed and informationally open concepts, 
and are stable. Fully saturated struc
.tu res are maximally stable . (par tiall y 
saturated Structures also exist the 
current series accounts for PSY~holoff1cal 
constructions such as·Memor1, Fixity, 
Rigidity, Gestalt, Universal . In particu
lar, there is no absolute grain or 
detail knowledge. A plan or exposition 
is at graio its author can apply 
local in derivation. Further, all 

personalised as your thesis, 
or ours. 
Maximally stable organisationally 

. systems occur at the boundary o f a 
b~furcation. However large, one furthe r 
derivation from tbe system would 
demolisb it. It 'li5ed , as autono-
mous, by reference to deriVations " from 
outSide the system" , or to "others". 

(j) Agreement, or coherence i s 
represented by an analogy. I! EM: EL , is 
augmented by agreement, the system is self 
organis ing ; as agreements are prOduced 
mo re distinctions arlse .! r om (i) which 
opens up the possibility of further 
agreements. 

(k) Information tranSfer, in the 
P~tri sense, takes place across a distinc _ 
t~on in reaching an agreement. Other 
papers have explored the Sense in wbich 
this information is more than a corr elate 
of conscious experience. 

( t ) It is also maintained • on !inner 
.-~--. _ _ ~___ ~~~_J 

• 
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grouDd. --iha"t"cr"-;--modelled-Tn LP, is a 
relativistic and reflexive theory ot 
knowing. 

8. Other Research 

This concluding section 1s an attempt 
to respect the courtesies, and acknowledge 
the obligations,which might have been 
brought into the body ot the 'text. Many 
people are ca.rrying on research and devel 
opment in this, or closely related, 
fields; tbis work depends upon their ideas 
as well as mutual criticism ,which iives me, 
at any rate, some confidence in the sound
ness of the scheme. 

• l1'..c;" of eM 01"";g&ta~ ~l"k ~s oam~ out 
tont;" Von Foerster, (84) . LlNis (38), Y.altikourdis 
and Scott (63- 66). It is ~!~.Lgd by the WOl"~ of 

,Bl-aten (6J, (101ith BlTrost (33) ) , and, at the 
t;'-'W!"C1ticG:~ lE11),ri, ~ber (9) aT'.D M;?8COVic-; (4'l). 
TM pSj/cllol.ogi.caZ bc./Je 0;- CT i8 oftm in tile 
traditiol1 of Bczrt14tt fE), Pl4rlckn- (13) , 
Wertheimer (88), or ftmerat.!.w V",,,,otsku (86). The 
mare interestil19 nsurophysu,wgicaZ ~BUtts r.fer 
te ?oppel' (;"5 ) and Eades (H) . Jason 8rct.m (7), 
&!sterbrock (15) and th. pionsel"ing tJark Of Grell 
Watter ( 86). 

CT. and_thro"",h it. Lp, ill cwed!! re1.ated 
Ito GL7nville's theory of objects and models (for 

I="ple, G!.anviI.le. (27, 28), Gl.anviI.le and 
Jackson (29) ). Fsdretti (73, 7f), hae a compls
_ntal'"!o' lomeliam 1Jhi.ch is more intimatelll C'0ITJ1eC'

Ited:o litnuture and nat=al lang-..ag. dialogue. 
' 1n contrast. there are catego~~ theorstic and many
scrn.ed~ckL-th.o:oetic echem.e (BykJtcr; sky (10), 
Gergely with S~ots. Vershinin. Markust, Andreka 
and Nemetti (la, 23- 25, f O) , Gogl<~, Thatcher and 
Wright (31) Milne and MiLner (45) ) Nowakawska 
(49a, f9b);candidatllB for L. linked to co"l'utation 
and rn:zthematicaZ z.cgic. 

Much of Lp hinges upon M::turana and YaNk.:: ' s 
(82) , ~organisational c1.o~"; in tla'n, upon 
~(noel.a and Goguen's (81) ~arithmetic Of cwSW's", 
and Spenser Brown's (80) u>gic of Distinction. 'I'M 
a.lIsl0l'lI/snt of £p is in h;aTllClty with the IoIOrk of 
F1.ol'611 and Winograd (21), who havs initiated a 
pl"OgnL'1e of epi$tBfllOl.og!f concel'Pled wi!h aociety; 
cognition and the artifaats Of oomputer ,,,,ienee 
related to tM linguistics of Austin ar.d SlIral"ls 
(3) and ths he} iiu/isutic t=diticn of Habe'!m:1.S8 (32) 

Vitu,:r-.:o Hidoro is responsible for the "Rul. 
of Genoa". He has <!Ontributlld appreciably to the 
f orrrru1.ation, and is CUl'1'~-:;ly coope=ting in the 
impZementation of one V61'sion of TflOUGliTSTICKEiI. 
Gardner and Ids colZeagu.s in mtOtMr. F. LbWIat
s1-.ai and P.ter Clark ar. pta"suing theoretical 
sn.di~s and RoOin MeKinr.on Wood i8 l"fIspo1lsib14 for 
the mieroprooessol' and sof-tlJare oriP"lisation, 
(much Of the original LISP stl'llCtwoe is d"" 'to 
Derek Ricilazods, who studied 8'0l'Il01 forms of =Wgy 
in that idiom). Ci1'C''''::8tanc~1I halls disal~ ewee 
c,,' ... ta~t. for 88'Vezoa l years, r.,ith DiooIyeious 
Kalliko\l1'dis; but 1 suspect he has inv8>'lt.a c more 

, 
I 

--- -- ------

- -
s14g=t iSOlm!'ph of £p. It also looks as though 4> 
is a reinvention oj something akin -:;0 Meredith " 
EpistEC7li.cs, though r.ry 0I.IJ'j idees Woilre not suffici
ently developed for prop8~ disewssion dU7-;ng his 
lifet;i:fWl . • :<in.anll. Sli'v6ral indir.1C't contribute1's, 
(for e="pZ., Atkir. (2). Glines (22) , liel"lllUs (57) . 
and Zadeh (90, 81) ere scare.Zy menticr.~d in the 
u.r!, thoug?J:h .. ~ should be . _ 

Gordon Pask, System Research Ltd 
37, Sheen P.oad, Richmond, Surrey, 
June, 1979 

"The research discussed in this paper was 
supported in part by ARI (Behavioural 
and Social Sciences) and tbe AFOSR 
through the European Office) by the 
SSRC (Great Britain)." 
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is A 's concept of T t he 
of ConA(T) .:..) TAi A's d.sC'<"ip-

or an OtIert behaviour. R!A are descrip-
op4rat;ions !!!.:1L hna il't ;: 'II cogf'li -

thell could be 
"'~"'. Codd an ) and 

operation in A's 
CQUld. for .~';;"".pZe, be ('1"''';te 

modsZled by Chang and Lee's A-
or by ce1'tail't =figuratums v. a 
?lane. simiZa> COl7r.:cntB appZy tc D. 

Tro.oughout. the double arrow, " ~ ", 
a production. the ordil1(V'!I ru }'O..IS 

s-ta:na;- for paths by which ~t8 a.N 
to form the argiQll€>lts of p1'Oductial'l8. 

Thll l".1.atio .... "in Con" is deurmined in 
",:,;,:;. Q p!"OCew" be tn. co"",i1.ation in a t, mlldium (brain. computer, or whatever) 

~". Prog. A oom,:>il.ation, by b is 
(interpr'etation fo1'...4 ). a .. 

procAfT)::' < ProsA (T) , 1nterA) 

In general. tMrll are liI:lI1i Pr:>clldures tr.at 
achieve the s=e result (Pro cA ( T ) , i .. 1,2 .. ). 
Let "[:1 " star.d for a ooJferentLy CQripi.led ,et of 

' p!'OCsaures (it is aWay:! ett:ainabZ •• by coo:rpair.g 
each 1 indspendfmt part of the 

this condition 
,;,,~~. • L<>. ..;: ," 

st....,...d for an collection of procedures. 
Poetuk.::te a operati"G' upo ... Inter of 
Pr oe such thlt il'40MJ'fmt 0]' '.iTIOJ'dered p:'OCeciure6 
5ec~e coherent upon Il:::ecution. ie. ConA.T is a 
coherent. or nearZy CCl:el'fmt. oluster of p2'0Ce,.es. 

CODA(T).t Proc",(T ) o r [prOcA{T)] or 

U. prOCA(T)j , [Pl'OCA{T>i} ! 
, 

• 

• 
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The procb.<etiL'e and reproductive schemes, of 
~ 1 and Fig 2 ,stand fo!' stcl>Ze concepts Cou,l.T 

---=m ,- ",-,~. ' ConBT. tim minim:t~ prooess required to 
, 

" ,~ '" , 
, I 

, 

, I , 

pl'Oaoh cohel"e7U!f1. (usi>'.", "in Con"). The pl"Od
luctions of Fig J are a minim::z! agree:mmt over an 
lO'!del'standir..q oet:.Jeen A ' and B wr.o, i,: the lflast 
traatabZe case, ".ave quite diff8l'er1t di;zoi;;ar:ions " .. 1. L-:, '# , , , 

"-!!. <so;. m . .... "',. ",_ .... - / 
---="] ,,\!:,.<., of T. Fig 4 is the shared concept s"heme!ob~ining 

c. \!:,. '0\ ----
I , i=.- 1 , , , 

"Il. "'"" ' ,' - ' . ,,!!. " " m. ,,;.'''. J,, _'~' 

, I 
.. 'p ,,. 

Fig 1 

Fi 9 Z; 

"!!, '. 

A's stable concept of T (der ived 
from P and Q). 

, 

8's stable concept of T ( derived 
fror.: Rand 5). 

.. ~,~-I-

"1''' · , : 

, 

• 

Flq 4: 

~~,i=, J :"", .. '" ,- '" ''', - , 

'I"~'" 

.. '" ... ,' L 

Commo~ concept obtain~d by A and B "g~~nt _ 
Z ;s " .. riaOle index ing particiPdnts, here 
Z·A,orZ · B. 

aft;;'!' an A, B, int .. raction . , 
, , 

-:-Fig 

'" 

, , 

I ! II -, i 

II i I 
" 

(Ol , . ~ (01 

"',,, C,., -", 

i " " """ (0' 

{I' lo ,,., '" 

",.1 (. '''", W, 

~, !. C"". '''' 
,,') 

I. '''. (0 ', 

\" , lo ,,,, 

" 
3: A,B agreement coh2rt:nce over under

standin~ and obtained by common 
conce'lt of T* ,P·,O*,R*,S* . 
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Appomdi..:: 2 

An aLternative CO"6~ticn for the oon
~: produc!ion sen- in Apper.diz 1. Or.'1.y 
eme 6tab~e C07lCept (COJ'l structsa from ? and Q ..:, 
modeLled, ~hicr..after the evant, ":8 known as 
ConAT)· 

I t ~ Cls=ed, ir.itiaU¥. tnat osci llato)"s 
(corrll6p"'"ding to the indefiniu iteraticn of 
Froe"p and ProcAQ in di stinct p roc688Ql"S) mst, 
.:nd Q1" ':lL ..... .4a on, w enr;t lJJa!)lIforrr.s PA cnd QA 
(the dsscM;n;icns con;nrted by Proe"p aid Proc AQ ) 
If ussd as i>!pl<t t o the device 7 .... with parn
mete!' 1, the waveforms aN cOmbined a>'Id form, for 
some va~ue of 1, tM r.m.oefo:m! '1 11..1 (PA '~ ) ' A 
fW'tii.r -deVice /wlA , !.lith ~lIteJ" j. acceph as 
input ProcAP, ProcAQ , and th. comtnMd lJJa!)6-
form '1 A i (P A, QA). such that ,fOl" some value Of 
i , there is created, or proghlliiJ.ed in a frllll 

-::ndcpsnder.t procBS80l", an ind4Ipsnder.t oscUt..cr..cr 
e:mteir.g the lJJa!)lIformfjA1 ( PA . QA)' 

tiona 

of pwu"et.rs i a7Id j • eM 
. ..., are converss tlw.sfo~-
t.rj'1J1 the f\ct'ths'l' pair of free 

, 

... .,.'" 
I h (Pryo, PI I • '. -, 

f , 
..... t .... 

c ... "" •• '. -Ih ( !'ro~ 

" ... .,.,.,. 

" ' ,'on< , 

-- --

:~'1' 
"~,f.,.,. 

t'. ,Q. ) 

, , 
•• " ••••• " 0..,:10'" 

, 
~ 

,../~" ~~''7' (' . ' ;i 

I , , 

'7!; .... ,.~ 
'. , 

I 
-.,.~ 

e' '.-J ,.; • • I i 
and ail!e ~M B~ipuZa~.d 

as TA. and 
) ) is 

•• 'a .... jb' 
• 

+ ! , 

Q, n oJ 
~".''''' ... ... "',,. " 

hao'T"" . ... " •••• • " • 

.............. " .... ., .. ull • •• , I 

","- I 
.. n: .. o.l such .,.... ..... .. " ..... " Q 

/' I 'tu:1..' .!ll1".Q. 1 .. ' •• ,Q ," 

System of osciZl.ators for <l stabZe COITCept;, 
which itJ or.. ~Z_,.tat;ion of production sch_ 
as by parUy 8!fnahi'C",ised col!,etior. Clf 

suoll as an all'UiJ prae,ssor, lJ'i.:;h 

, 

mod:.!ZfS. Tr.e S"jJBtli!1ll is 
as WQZ! as orgaJ'liaation

as the l i n.s shown as 

of 
s"jJs tems, 

.~;, th!:t 
b. 

.......... .. ..., ..... . " -.. " ..... rS 

Iw!. J ,1,1' •• >=<>< .... . 
I t.. {~' I-i 0 . 

00."'" •• .. .... ,... 
~;> r. ... !'r ...... T 

. t~ ) ~p. 
Ooull."" ... .. . ... 

1<> 0 ... .. 
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11 ' -, "-' 
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